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Financial Terms & Conditions 
• An NAU Student Financials PeopleSoft Modification with 

Authorization from Student Records/Registrar. 



Once eligible to enroll students search for courses within Self 
Service. 



Upon finding the desired course the student then selects to add it to 
their shopping cart. 



Initial confirmation of their course selection is done by clicking the 
Next button as shown. 
 
 



Once the course is in their shopping cart they proceed through the 
enrollment steps. 



The student is then introduced to the Financial Terms and Conditions.  
Details of the agreement are provided within the link and they must check 
the box indicated to finalize enrollment in the first course added each 
semester. 



Terms and Conditions open in a new browser window when clicked. 



Once the student checks the box the page refreshes and they are presented 
with the Finish Enrolling button. 



Upon adding subsequent courses within the same semester the student no 
longer is forced to check the box to complete enrollment.  The link does 
remain active, giving them the option to review the Terms and Conditions. 



Administrative users then have the ability to review when students 
agreed to the Terms and Conditions by term. 



Title IV Authorization 
• Delivered PeopleSoft functionality to present and retain permission 
• Permission Form is then referenced by individual Charge Priority Lists 
• PeopleSoft modification required to account for shortfall in delivered 

functionality’s calculating of the $200 limit  (Plenty of info on HEUG regarding these 
details) 

 



Users access their Student Permissions from within the other financial… drop 
down menu. 



Any permissions already on file will be displayed.  If there are 
permissions not yet agreed to the student will have the opportunity 
to Grant Permissions. 



At NAU we use only one permission form, the TIV AUTH.  The grid shown 
would allow for the radio button to be selected next to a particular 
permission form and the text box below would provide the detail. 



Upon clicking Next on the prior screen the student is then asked to 
agree to the particular permission form. 



Once they select Submit on the prior page the user is shown a 
confirmation of their selection. 



At that point they can always review the various permissions they 
granted within Self Service.  The links to the detailed explanation also 
remain active. 



Detailed provided when the link on the prior page is clicked. 



Administrative users also have access to see any permissions stored 
for a student via a per student lookup from the Student Financials 
module. 



The permission forms themselves are created within Set Up SACR at 
the menu navigation shown below. 



As mentioned NAU only uses the one Permission Form, that of Title 
IV authorization of excess funds. 



Individual Charge Priority Lists are then able to reference a student’s 
permission form data on file when posting funds to their customer account 
and pay allowable charges accordingly.  Again, there is a modification 
required for the system to properly recognize the $200 limit. 
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